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Chapter 931 Blood Jade

Together they went to a room upstairs.
When entering the room, Casey saw the room unusually dark with
curtains closed, only a candle on the bedside table was lit, the
atmosphere was weird.
On the bed in the room lay a woman in a light white gauze dress. Her
eyes were closed, her face was pale, and there was a black mark
between her eyebrows that made her look evil.
Casey noticed that the woman looked alike Mallory. She was Mallory's
sister, Rebecca Woods.
After staring at Rebecca, Casey looked at Cain and asked, "How did she
become like this?"
Cain helpless sighed and said, "It is a long story. Rebecca is the most
talented person in god soul in my family. One of my ancestors had god
soul and those ancient books were left by him."
"And in the Woods family, there is a rule, that is to cultivate talent in
god soul. We have been doing this for generations, and we only see
Rebecca had this talent in this respect."
"Because of those ancient books, so we master the way to cultivate a
person's god soul. Rebecca was treated special since childhood, she had
learned a lot of methods to strengthen the god soul, so that she could
be able to wake up his god soul one day, to complete the task left by
the Woods family ancestors."
"Our Woods family has a treasure handed down from generation to
generation. It is a piece of blood jade. According to the information left
by our ancestors, this piece of blood jade has very terrible powers. But
it had to be used by people whose god soul have been awaken.”

"Rebecca was on the brink of awakening her god soul. We tried
everything we could, but it didn't work out."
"At that time, Rebecca was arrogant and felt she could certainly wake
up her god soul. She felt that perhaps the piece of blood jade left by the
ancestors was the key to her awakening."
"So one night, Rebecca secretly took the blood jade. According to
instruction, she penetrated her unformed god soul into the blood jade



by moonlight."
"However, the phenomenon mentioned by our ancestor did not appear.
Rebecca did not grasp the power of blood jade, but was beaten. If I had
not discovered it in time and sealed Rebecca's god soul with the
methods I learned from ancient books, she would have perished."
"Ever since then, Rebecca has been like this and has never waken up,
and I can feel her spirit gradually weakening. According to the ancient
books, she may have been hit by soul poison. If she could not wake up
before her spirit has completely dissipated, she will never wake up."
"And to save her, only the person who had god soul sneaked into her
spirit by his god soul and remove the hidden trouble in her mind. Only
in this way can she be waken up."
Listening to Cain's explanation, Casey was surprised that the Woods
ancestors had a man who had god soul and left a lot of ancient books,
no wonder Cain could recognize he had god soul.
And Rebecca was a talent whose god soul had not been wakened, it was
a pity that she hit the soul poison.
"Can you show me that piece of blood jade?" Casey asked.
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Cain hesitated for a moment, but sill took out a jade with dark red color
and complex pattern from his clothes and handed it to Casey.
"This blood jade may have been altered by a long time ago, or Rebecca
would not have fallen into this poison. If you want to probe this blood
jade with the power of god soul, you'd better be careful." Cain
cautioned.
Casey nodded, took the piece of blood jade. Before he figured out what
this blood jade was used for, he naturally would not rashly apply his
power of god soul, after all, he did not want to have the poison.
Casey carefully looked at the piece of blood jade, but he did not feel any
power above. This piece of blood jade was like an ordinary jade, but
because the color and shape was special, so it looked unusual.
"Is it because Rebecca forced to infiltrate with the power of god soul, so
the strength of the blood jade has not existed?" Casey muttered to
himself.
Given the possible risks, he didn't probe with his god soul.
He did not find any special place in the blood jade, so he returned it to
Cain, and then looked at Rebecca.
He went to the bed and looked at the girl carefully. Her face was so



delicate that, with her pale hue, she looked like a fine figurine.
"Are you sure all I need to do is get into her mind and help her solve the
problem?" Casey turned and asked Cain.
Cain looked complicated and said, "According to ancient books, this is
true, but there is no specific steps. It was just mentioned on it. Because
I only have the most simple spiritual power, so I do not know what to do
after entering her mind, but according to my speculation, the poison
should be able to be solved by god soul...."
Casey spoke after a moment of thinking, "bring me your ancient books."
Cain immediately gave Mallory a look and Mallory nodded and gave the
ancient books to Casey.
Casey read the ancient books and found it was about god soul, but
Casey now had no time to read it carefully, he went directly to the
records of soul poison.
There was not much about it. It only said that a person with god soul
can solve the soul poison.
After thinking, Casey asked Mallory to take out the God Soul Practice.
After determining the method of God Soul Practice was true, Casey
looked at Cain and said, "I'll try to go into her mind with god soul, but I
don’t know what will happen. Regardless of the outcome, you'd better
make the worst plan."
Cain solemnly nodded. With Casey who had god soul here, there was a
glimmer of hope, otherwise, Rebecca really could not wake up.
Mallory looked at Casey seriously, bit her lips and said, "Please do your
best to save my sister, as long as you can save her, you can have
me."_______________

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 932 Spirit World

Casey was speechless when he heard Mallory's words, he turned to Cain
and said, "Let her out."
Cain took a helpless sigh, although he knew that Mallory was worried
about her sister and hoped Casey could try his best to save her sister.
But she was scheming, and she did not understand the character of
Casey.
"Mallory, go out, don't make trouble here." Cain spoke to Mallory.
Mallory was stunned and looked at Casey. Casey’s attitude made her
feel that she was not wanted and she stuck to him.
However, she did not dare to say anything, but bowed her head with



disappointment. She said, "I know."
Then she turned and went out.
When Mallory left, Casey told Cain, "I'm going to try now, and I hope no
one will disturb me later."
Cain solemnly nodded and said, "Don’t worry, I am here, there will not
be anyone to disturb you."
Casey did not talk again, but sat on a stool beside the bed. After a little
adjustment, he released his power of god soul, according to the method
of the ancient books, he infiltrated into the spiritual world of Rebecca.
This feeling was quite mystical, as if opening a door to a person's mind
and entering the space of her imagination.
Of course, this kind of infiltration could only enter the spiritual space of
people, as Casey's own inner spiritual world, inside he couldonly see the
little man and the golden small sword.

He had no way to get to a person's memory by this way.
After entering the spiritual world of Rebecca, Casey could only feel dark
and blank, after a while, only to find that in the most central position of
the spiritual world, there was a little man wearing white gauze clothes,
looking around with vigilance.
It looked alike Rebecca.
Casey carefully observed the little man, who seemed to be on guard
against something, and compared with the little man in his mind, this
little man was obviously a lot weaker.
After a while, Casey saw a shadow flash, then an old man with black
robe, white hair, terrible face appeared in front of Rebecca.
Casey was in astonishment seeing that. How could there be two little
men in her mind? Was it a split personality?
Rebecca obviously became nervous and said to the old man, "I will not
give the control of my body to you, if you want to rob, I will die with
you!"
The old man smiled and said, "Don't be nervous, I'm not to rob your
body, the person I have been waiting is here now. His god soul had been
awakened and he had more value than you. And you are useless to me."
After that, the old man made handprint and shouted, "Appear!"
Then Casey felt a strong suction, his power of god soul was suddenly
pulled to Rebecca and the old man. In the spiritual world of Rebecca,
Casey became a little man formed by his god soul.
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Casey looked at this scene with doubts, obviously he did not know what
was going on.
Rebecca was puzzled and asked, "Who is he? Why is he in my spiritual
world?"
The old man smiled and said, "If my guess is right, he should be the one
the Woods family found to detoxify you."
"Detoxify me?” Rebecca was still puzzled.
Casey did not understand and asked, looking at the two men, "You are
Rebecca, who is he? Is it your split personality? I am indeed the one the
Woods family to detoxify you, can you tell me what is going on?"
The old man immediately smiled and said, "Detoxify? It is just a cover
for me to stay. She had not been poisoned at all. She was just invaded
by me into her spiritual world, so she couldn't wake up."
"You invaded her spirit world? Who are you?" Casey stared at the old
man asked, with vigilance.
The old man did not conceal it and said, "I am the ancestor of the
Woods family. You can call me Oliver Woods."
Casey’s face changed, he did not expect this man actually said he was
the ancestor of the Woods family. He learned from the ancient books
that the Woods family had been there for five hundred years. Was this
man five hundred years ago?
He turned to Rebecca, revealing a query vision.
Rebecca had guessed from the words of Oliver, Casey should be there
to save her, so she nodded to Casey and said, "He is right, he is indeed
my ancestor."
Casey's confusion on his face was obvious, and he asked, "Aren't you
poisoned? Is this guy what happens when you get poisoned?"
Oliver laughed and said, "I just said that she did not have poisoning."
"That piece of blood jade, in fact, is my storage container of god soul.
When my body decayed, in order to live, I used the separation of god
soul, and hid my soul in the blood jade so that I can be reborn one day."
"Those ancient books of the Woods family were left by me, to let the
Woods family cultivate a person of awakening god soul. I left the rules
that only people had awakening god soul can control the blood jade,
because I can only use the person who had awakening god soul."
"But to my surprise, before this girl awakening his god soul used the
blood jade. Originally I thought that I can finally be reborn, but it came
such a result."
"Her god soul has not yet awakened up, if I occupy her body, both of



our minds would perish together, so I had to temporarily hide in her
spiritual world, so that she could not wake up."
"But fortunately, I thought about it, so I wrote in the ancient books that
it was soul poison and a person with god soul can solve the problem."
"And once someone comes to help her detoxify, he needs to infiltrate
his power of god soul into her spiritual world, and at this time, I can rely
on my accumulated years of god soul to kill him and take his body!"
As soon as his words fell, Casey felt a majestic power approaching
toward his body.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 933 Take His Body

"Damn it!” Casey immediately scolded and gave birth to a sense of
crisis.
He had been listening to Oliver carefully and hed did not realize that he
would be attached. As he figured out what happened, his god soul had
been bound by powerful force.
He wanted to withdraw the power of his god soul from Rebecca's
spiritual world, but he found he could not control his god soul.
Oliver sneered at Casey and said, "Boy, you should have waken up your
god soul for a short time, so it is not easy for you to break free from
me."
Seeing that, Rebecca was nervous and said, "although you are my
ancestor, you are sinister, actually used this method to frame others. I
am your offspring, you can do that to me, but did you do that to
others?!"
After that, Rebecca exuded spiritual power coming toward Casey, trying
to get rid of the control of Oliver.
Oliver waved his hand. Rebecca's spiritual power dissipated directly and
she screamed and her body became transparent blue.
She was one step close to god soul awakening, it was not easy for her to
use her spiritual power, but she was impossible to defeat Oliver.
Oliver turned to Rebecca and said, "Girl, not until that moment of
death, you never know how strong your desire for survival. Even if you
are my offspring, but 500 years has passed, this relationship is nothing
to me."
"As for other people's lives, as long as I can live, I do not care."
Rebecca was full of anger and said, "I am ashamed to have such an
ancestor as you!"
Oliver said, "If it were not for me, how could the Woods family have



lasted for 500 years? You should be glad that you are my descendant,
otherwise I would have killed you by now."

"I will enter the boy's spiritual world in a moment, kill his god soul, take
his body, and when I wake up,there will be a powerful magical arts
master who had lived before in this world. When the time comes, I
want to let the whole world surrender at my feet!"
"Be glad it wasn't for this boy, you'd be dead!"
After that, Oliver began to use his magic and followed the power of
Casey into his spiritual world..
Rebecca pursed her lips, helpless, in the face of this 500 years old
ancestors, she could do nothing about him.
She looked at Casey, although she did not know Casey, since Casey
would promise to save her, he must be a kind person. If she had known
that piece of blood jade had the god soul of her ancestors, she would
not rush to use it.
"I'm sorry." Mallory stared at Casey and said.
Casey was not in the mood to listen to Rebecca to apologize to him. He
thought he was here for detoxification, the worst case was that he
would fail and then he would withdrew his power of god soul.
But it was a plot, it was her ancestor’s plot layout 500 years ago in order
to rebirth.
This old monster had hidden in the blood jade for five hundred years
with strong power of god soul. He must be powerful five hundred years
ago. If he really receive rebirth through Casey, only relying on the
Pantheon, it was hard to control him.
Casey was not narcissistic, but his talent and strength was not
comparable to ordinary people. If a master of magical art took away his
body, the master’s power must be beyond imagination.
"Old man, if you dare enter my spiritual world, I will make you regret it."
Casey stared at Oliver and said.
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Oliver laughed and said, "Boy, don't dream about it. With the level of
your god soul which had just been awakened, even if you have some
advantages in your spiritual world, it is impossible to deal with me."
"Don't worry, when I take your body, I'll get some of your memory, and
I'll take care of your family for you!"
After that, Oliver did not say again. With Casey’s wisp of power, he



directly into the spiritual world of Casey.
Although these things were strange, their dialogue and behavior only
existed in the spiritual world, Cain outside could not see it.
He could only see Rebecca frowning on the bed. This had never
happened before, and it gave him a glimmer of hope.
But after a while, sitting on the bed, Casey who had his eyes closed
frowned, and his body seemed to start trembling, which made Cain
gave birth to a sense of unease.
"Is there something wrong?” Cain muttered to himself, but there was
nothing he could do to help, so he had to watch the situation unfold.
After a while, he suddenly noticed that Rebecca's fingers began to
move, and then her eyes began to move as well, as if she was about to
wake up.
Cain immediately got excited and felt his granddaughter should be able
to wake up with the help of Casey.
Sure enough, after a few minutes, Rebecca, who had been in a coma for
several months, suddenly opened her eyes, and she suddenly sat up
from the bed, with a trace of panic on her face.
Cain saw that, her eyes immediately became bright. He said excitedly,
"Rebecca, you finally wake up, it seems that the ancient books are
true."
Rebecca turned to the edge, she ignored Cain, but fixed her eyes on
Casey.
"Grandpa, do something to save him. He may soon be killed." Rebecca
opened her mouth.
Cain was stunned and asked, "What do you mean?"
Rebecca was worried and told him what happened and that the so
called soul poison was false, all these were designed by their ancestor
to get rebirth.
Cain was shocked to hear that and he did not expect that there was the
god soul of his ancestor in that piece of blood jade.
And the existence god soul that he let the Woods descendant cultivated
was to receive rebirth.
It was all unexpected to him.
"Granddad, if we don't do something soon to stop him, this man will be
killed." Rebecca said anxiously.
Cain was silent, because at this moment, he did not know that he
should save Casey, or choose to let his ancestor come back to life.
The latter, after all, seemed to be more beneficial to the Woods family.
The Peremptory Casey Davies



Chapter 934 Destroy You Today

In the spiritual world of Casey.
Oliver, carrying Casey’s god soul to the spiritual world of Casey, and
then the god soul immediately returned to the spirit of Casey.
That little man instantly opened his eyes, staring at Oliver with
vigilance.
Oliver took a look at it and then he was surprised. He said to himself, "I
didn't think this boy has innate god soul. Good, the Woods family has
not let me down. If I take his body, I will make better achievement."
Casey gave cold hum to Oliver, without a word, he drove out power of
god soul toward Oliver.
Oliver just gently waved his hand then dissolved Casey's attack.
In god soul respect, Casey didn't understand anything, not to mention
god soul attack means, so even if it was in his own spiritual world, he
could not defeat Oliver who had been existed for more than 500 years.
"Boy, you better be obedient, so that I will not let you suffer any pain
and I will take your body directly, if you insist on resisting, I will have to
kill you first!" Oliver said coldly.
Casey was worried, in a short time, he had no idea how to deal with
Oliver.
Oliver walked toward the god soul of Casey, reached out his hand, his
power formed into a rope by god soul stretched toward Casey.
Casey had a hunch that once he got tangled up by this rope, it would be
over.

But he did not know how to deal with it and could only watch this rope
bit by bit approaching toward him, wrapped and bounded him.
But at this time, a golden light flashed, appeared in front of Casey, it
was the Killing Immortals sword in the mind of Casey.
It directly cut the rope, when then the rope became two pieces and
then became power of god soul and then was absorbed by the Killing
Immortals sword.
Casey felt it incredible and did not expect that the sword could cause
damage to the power of god soul.
However, on second thoughts, Casey understood that the golden sword
was gradually restored because of his power of god soul, which showed
that there was strong connection between the sword and power of god
soul, so it can cut off the attack of power of god soul.
Seeing Killing Immortals sword appear, Casey got a glimmer of hope. It



seemed that the sword did not want its own to have any problem, after
all, Casey was its owner. If he died, it must also be irreparably damaged.
Originally Oliver was confident but now he was in astonishment. He did
not expect to have such change, and for a time, he did not know what
to do.
"What's going on? The rope that I have gathered with my power of god
soul can only be broken by someone stronger than me. Or he could only
struggle. Why can this boy cut the rope when his power was so weak?"
Oliver soliloquized, puzzled.
Casey did not hesitate, took the sword. Since the Killing Immortals
sword had effect on god soul, it was not necessary he would lose.
Although it was in his spiritual world now, but no matter it was power
of god soul or XuanJin, its essence was strength. Since he could use
XuanJin to play sword, it would be not difficult to do so with god soul.
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Casey stared at Oliver, shouting, "Old man, don't think you have strong
power I can't deal with you, you exist in this world for five hundred
years, but I will kill you today!"
After that, Casey rushed toward Oliver holding the sword.
Oliver narrowed his eyes. Seeing that the hands of Casey emitting
golden light of the sword, he was confused.
Casey rushed to Oliver and played his familiar sword technique. Knife
and sword only had difference in the shape, so it did not affect Casey
play his strength.
Oliver released the power of god soul, again swept toward Casey, but
this time his god soul power failed to have effect on Casey. Casey only
needed to gently wave his sword and Oliver's god soul power was cut
off.
Oliver suddenly became panic. Casey’s sword completely restrained
him. Even if his power of god soul was strong, it had no effect.
"What is it you have in your hand that can cut off my power of god soul
so easily?" Oliver stared at Casey and asked.
"Why ask so much? All you need to know is that today you will die by
my sword, that's enough!"
After that, Casey waved forward the Killing Immortals sword, then a
huge power storm appeared, fast rushing toward Oliver.
"Tianxing sword technique!”
Light hidden in the power of the storm, unstoppable, even Casey



himself did not expect that this sword could be so powerful with
Tianxing sword technique.
When Oliver saw this, his face changed suddenly. Even the power of this
move made him feel infinite danger.
"Damn it, this boy’s god soul had just been wakening up. Why cane he
make so powerful attack!" Oliver scolded and then displayed all his
power to resist the blow of Casey.
In fact, the main reason for Casey displayed such powerful attack was
the power of the sword. Plus, it can control god soul and Casey had
advantage in spiritual world, so it caused such a power.
This situation only appeared in the spiritual world of Casey, if in the
outside world, Casey could not play such a power even he had the
Killing Immortals sword in hand.
Casey would only let people invade his spiritual world once, after all, it
was too dangerous.
Tianxing sword technique rushed toward Oliver, each light went
through Oliver's spirit, and he can could only looked at it without the
slightest method.
In blink of an eye, Oliver's breath had become weak, and his spirit
tended to be transparent, he got no spirit.
At this time, Oliver seemed to think of something, he opened his eyes
wide. Looking at Casey, he asked, "It this the legendary Killing Immortals
sword?!"
Casey stared at Oliver and asked, "Do you know this sword?"
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 935 Legend of Killing Immortals Sword

Oliver looked at Casey's reaction and knew his guess was right. This
golden sword in Casey’s hand was really the legendary Killing Immortals
sword.
He did not expect that this frightening legendary sword would appear in
the spiritual world of Casey.
No wondered his god soul did not work. After all, this sword was said to
be able to cut everything, not to mention the power of god soul. If the
person holding this sword was strong enough, he could split the
immortal and space into two.
"I did not expect I would see it here. What a pity it is in your hands."
Oliver said with emotion.
He had just been seriously injured by Casey’s attack, and his god soul
was not stable. Casey with Killing Immortals sword for him was



invincible, so he already knew what he would end today.
"Old man, tell me the history of this sword, or I will kill you." Casey said
to Oliver coldly.
Oliver was obviously disdainful about the words of Casey, but even if he
had all means, he could not defeat Casey who had Killing Immortals
sword in hands.
He helplessly sighed and said, "all right, I can tell you. Legend has it that
this sword was a magic weapon in ancient times, which was controlled
by Supernatural Evil, so it was a magical object."
"Hearsay Supernatural Evil was disdainful for immortal or god and he
held hatred to them, so this sword is named Killing Immortals sword. He
vowed to kill all immortals."

"It was said that the sword can cut off all tangible or intangible things in
the world. Even the most mysterious cause and effect can be broken
with it. Its power is naturally imaginable."
"But although this sword is powerful, but the ancient Supernatural Evil
were defeated in the end under the siege of a number of immortals,
there were rumors that the Supernatural Evil had died, but the sword
still existed in this world, so there were countless people looking for this
sword like crazy, but ultimately they failed."
"So the sword has become a thing of legend. I never thought I could see
it in your hand, boy. The sword is so much more powerful than you
think. It is really a waste in your hand.”
Casey gave cold hum and then said, "What? So you mean that I should
give you this sword?"
For what Oliver said, Casey had doubts.
It sounded too strange to Casey, and it sounded fake, if there were such
things in the world, the world would have been destroyed by wars.
Moreover, it was hearsay with low credibility.
As his understanding of this world gradually increased, sometimes
Casey would believed it, for instance at the moment this old man had
been existing in the world for five hundred years.
Oliver smiled at Casey and said, "I didn’t expect that, but you have this
sword, I am not a threat to you. Thy don't we make a deal, you let me
go and find someone to my to take his body, and then I taught you all
my ability, in this case, you will become the most powerful in the world.
How do yo think?"
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Casey thought for a while, gave cold hum and opened his mouth, "You
think I will believe you an old man who even wants to hurt his
offspring? I don’t care about your ability, keep it to your next life!"
After that, Casey raised his sword and cut toward Oliver.
A majestic momentum appeared, approaching Oliver's face.
Oliver was ferocious on his face. He did not expect Casey to be so
decisive to attach him. He thought of using some temptation to beguile
Casey and to make Casey give up controlling his body, now it seemed
that there was no hope.
"Damn, don't you want to learn god soul practice? What good will it do
you if you're in such a hurry to kill me?” Oliver shouted at Casey.
"Haha, I don't think you will be so kind to teach me god soul practice.
You just want to take my body. If you stay in this world, it will be a
scourge, so you’d better die!"
Casey did not have any hesitation, as his voice fell, the light had come to
Oliver because bright and cut toward Oliver's body.
Oliver wanted to resist, but he was like a paper in the Killing Immortals
Sword. In blink of an eye, his whole body was divided into two halves,
and then became two pure power of god soul and suspended in the
spiritual world of Casey.
Casey did not consider the conditions put forward by Oliver, because
Casey could only cope with the Oliver in his spiritual world relying on
the Killing Immortals Sword.
Once Oliver came back to his life, no one knew what kind of means he
had, and the first person he would kill was Casey, after all, Oliver felt
the Killing Immortals Sword magical, Casey did not think Oliver could
resist such a temptation.
Moreover, if Casey promised Oliver, he needed to find a person for him
to be taken away the body, out of conscience, Casey could not do such
a thing.
Therefore, he had to get rid of Oliver to avoid many troubles in the
future.
After solving Oliver, Casey took a sigh of relief, and the sword in his
hand became dim because of energy consumption.
But the next moment, the sword flew out of the hands of Casey, came
to Oliver’s god soul and got directly into it to absorb Oliver's god soul,
for a while, it restored to its state before.
And Oliver's power of god soul was quite rich, after the restoration, the
Killing Immortals Sword did not but continued to reply on his god soul



to repair its gap.
Looking at this magical scene, he thought that Oliver's god soul could
exist for five hundred years must because his god soul was
extraordinary majestic. There was still a group of Oliver’s god soul, if he
absorbed it, his god soul would be improved, he thought.
So thinking, Casey, with excitement, walked to the other group of god
soul power of Oliver.__
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 936 Ingratitude

In the Woods’ villa, Rebecca's room.
At this time the room had been crowded with people, in addition to
Cain, Rebecca and Mallory, there were several high-level of the Woods
family.
They were looking at Casey who was closing eyes with solemn faces,
discussing to save Casey or let their ancestor come back to life.
"Cain, our ancestors have prepared for coming back to life for 500
years. As long as our ancestor can come back to life, we have chance to
reproduce the glory. Although this boy is a pity, it is nothing to sacrifice
him for the sake of our family's foundation." Said an old Man of the
Woods family.
"Yes, it is of great importance to our Woods family, and this opportunity
has been waiting for 500 years, if we miss it, it will be difficult to hit it
again." Said another man.
Rebecca and Mallory showed dissatisfaction after hearing that.
"I don't agree, Casey gets into this situation to save me, but you want to
harm him, let him become the victim of our Woods family, it is unfair to
Casey." Rebecca was righteous and strict.
Mallory knew general situation from Rebecca. She only cared about the
circumstance of her elder sister and did not care the ancestor.
What was more, this ancestor wanted to take away Rebecca’s body
originally, because Rebecca did not wake up her god soul, it ended like
this.
It was Casey saved Rebecca, so Mallory was very grateful to Casey.
And her ancestor was not a good man, even if he came back to life, he
would not do anything good. She and Rebecca opposed to let the
ancestor come back to life.
"I do not agree either. Casey is good to promise to save my sister, but
now we wanted to harm him, the Woods family is ungrateful." Mallory
stared at a few old men and said.



A few old man heard that and got angry, one of them said, "What do
you know? It is related to the future development of our family. We
have been unknown for so many years, even the Chow family has
higher status than us. Do you want it continue?"
"That man is our Woods family's ancestor. How can we be ungrateful?
However this boy is just an outsider. What does his survival have to do
with our Woods family? The only hope for our Woods family is the
survival of our ancestor." Said another old man.
Rebecca and Mallory were worried. They did not expect the old men
would be so shameless to say that Casey had nothing to do with the
Woods family.
They turned to Cain and gave him a look of entreaty.
"Grandpa, our Woods family has never had a plan to let an ancestor
come back to life, you asked Casey to come to save sister. Sister has
woken up now, if we just look at Casey’s body is taken away by the
ancestor, the Woods family had no moral!" Mallory said pleadingly.
"Yes grandpa, you taught us since childhood we should be graceful, now
if we don’t help Casey, we violate our principles" Rebecca said.
"What moral and principles? In face of the future of the Woods family,
they are nothing at all." The elderly of the Woods family retorted.
Cain took a sign and did not know how to do. It happened too suddenly,
no one knew Rebecca’s coma was related to the ancestor.
Now Rebecca had woken up, but they fell into the dilemma of whether
to save Casey.
If they wanted to save Casey, it was possible, but the Woods family had
really been mediocre for too long, Cain also want to see its soar.
When they argued, Casey sitting beside the bed with his eyes closed
suddenly sent out a strong mental fluctuation, the people in the room
felt dizzy and hurried to hold things to support themselves, so as not to
fall to the ground.
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"What is going on? Why do I feel like my head is being injected with
such a powerful force that it's about to explode?" An old man opened
his mouth to shout.
"The ancestor is coming back to life! It must be so, now we don't have
to argue, it has become an unalterable fact. Tthe Woods family is
destined to rise!" Shouted another man with excitement.



Rebecca and Mallory went pale on face. It was obvious that they could
not stand the sudden explosion of spiritual strength.
Cain stared at Casey with complex mood.
They had not decided to save Casey or now and the ancestor had been
successful taken away Casey’s body?
Not for a while, Casey opened his eyes, shot a breathtaking light.
Of course, he could not let the Woods ancestor to take away his body.
Oliver had died in the Killing Immortals sword, now it was Casey opened
his eyes.
The reason why it happened because Casey absorbed Oliver’s god soul
and he became stronger, that that was the sign Casey made
breakthrough in his god soul.
Although his current level was not comparable to Oliver, he became
much stronger.
Before Casey's god soul power could only cover the scope of five meters
around his body, which was dispensable and only played a little role.
But now Casey's god soul power could cover a radius of 100 meters.
The whole Woods villa at this time had been presented in the mind of
Casey, every details could not escape the probe of Casey.
Killing Immortals Sword, because of the half of the power, got a great
recovery. Although the gap on the sword body had not much change, its
power was definitely stronger than it was before.
The dialogue in this room could be heard by him. He did not expect the
Woods family would think of sacrificing him to let their ancestor come
back to life.
Rebecca and her sister was righteous, but Casey would never let go the
elderly of the Woods family.
They wanted sacrifice him, so Casey was not polite to them.
After his god soul power back, Casey stood up and looked at the elders
of the Woods family.
A few elders saw his cold eyes and shivered and then knelt down to
Casey.
"Dear ancestor, you are alive again! Congratulations. With you in our
Woods family, we will shine brightly in the future!"
Casey gave cold hum and pinched the neck of one of the men.
"Your ancestor is dead, and I'm Casey! Since you think of your ancestor,
go to hell to accompany him!"
After that, without hesitation, Casey twisted the man's neck.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 937 Good and Evil



Cain, Rebecca and Mallory were surprised, looking at Casey who had
waken up. They did not expect Casey could be able to solve their
ancestor by his own.
The elders of the Woods family were panic. Seeing that Casey broke a
person's neck, they were scared.
"How...... How is that possible? You're still the boy? Where is my
ancestor?" Another man said staring at Casey.
Casey looked at him and said in a cold voice, "As I said, he died."
A few elders were in horror. They never thought that Casey would
defeat their ancestor. They thought as long as they did not save him, he
would be defeated by their ancestor.
Unexpectedly Casey had killed their ancestor, which was different from
what they had in mind.
More importantly, Casey heard their dialogue. They knew that it was
equal to intentional murder of Casey, so if Casey killed them, they
deserved it.
"I kindly help your family, but you planned to sacrifice me in order to let
your ancestor back to life. I was really naïve and thought you would
help me, but I am so wrong.” Casey's voice had strange penetrating
force, which made the hearts of these people tremble.
He directly released Xuangong, emitting bursts of light on his hands,
then with a flash, he came to the Woods elders, reached out to choke
their necks.
There were three elders insisted on sacrificing Casey, one had been
killed and the two could not survive for sure.
Casey did not give them any opportunity to beg for mercy, with direct
force, he twisted the neck of two people.
The rest of the Woods elders looked at Casey with worry. In the
discussion, they did not express their opinions, but it did not mean that
Casey who was in rage would spare them.

Fortunately, Casey was man clear of good and evil. They did not
advocate the sacrifice of Casey, Casey would not do anything to them.
The atmosphere in the room was solemn and Cain had not expected it
to turn out this way. He had a mixed expression on his face.
Although Rebecca and Mallory did not want to sacrifice Casey and they
felt relieved when Casey woke up, but seeing that he had killed the
three elders, they were startled.
Casey turned around and looked at Cain coldly.



When Cain received his look, his body quivered and he felt bad
premonition.
"I have always been clear about good and evil, I will not spare those
who want to kill me. Cain, do you think you wanted to sacrifice me to
bright your ancestor back to life?" Casey stared at Cain and asked.
Cain took a deep breath. From the moment he was sure that Casey
woke up, Cain knew that he had committed the biggest mistake of his
life.
He did not hesitate, but directly knelt down in front of Casey.
"Casey, kill me, I did have hesitation before. I invited you to be here and
knew you were in danger, I should have saved you in the first time, but I
chose to find the Woods elders to discuss about this matter, it was
delaying time."
"I know what I did was wrong. I can understand that you feel angry with
me. You can kill me.”
Rebecca and Mallory looked at their grandfather with worry and did not
expect him to ask Casey to kill him.
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Two people looked at each other, and then knelt down in front of
Casey.
"Casey, my grandfather made a mistake. Please show mercy and spare
his life." Rebecca opened her mouth.
"Casey, it is our fault, grandpa did not know how to decide at that time.
If you really want to blame, punish me, I am willing to bear all the
consequences for my grandpa." Mallory spoke.
Casey looked at three people and gave cold hum and then poured out
after a surge of power which rushed toward them.
Each of them felt fainted in their head, then vomited a mouthful of
blood and turned pale on their faces.
Casey used the power of god soul to hurt their minds, so that they got
serious injuries, which was a lesson to them.
"I spare your life for the sake of your two granddaughters; but
remember that I gave you your life, if you again hesitate from what is
right and what is wrong, I will kill you." Casey said in a cold voice.
Cain said, "Don’t worry, it is really my fault, you will have my life. I will
not have any hesitation to your command!"
Casey nodded and did not speak again.
Rebecca and Mallory had no objection and felt glad.



After all, Casey had saved Rebecca, but they wanted to kill Casey, which
was really ungrateful.
With the strength of Casey, he had no problem to destroy their whole
Woods, now Casey just killed three elders and made the three seriously
injured, which was really the best result.
Rebecca went to Casey, bowed to him and then said shyly, "Thank you
for saving my life. It is really our bad. To thank you, I am willing to give
you my virginity, please don’t be angry."
Mallory yanked her and said, "sister, don't do this, Casey had no
interest on it."
Rebecca was stunned and then she looked at Casey’s lower body and
then looked away.
Was there something wrong with his lower body?
"Casey, I'm really sorry, I didn't know you had a disease in this respect,
sorry." Rebecca apologized, however later, she felt something wrong.
Casey was embarrassed and thought the two sisters were eager to send
themselves to a man.
Mallory did not expect that Rebecca would think so, she was
embarrassed and said, "Oh, sister, I do not mean that. It is, Casey has
been married."
Rebecca became flushed and she dare not continue to look directly at
Casey's eyes. She said " I'm really sorry. I thought too much."
Casey did not care about them, but looked at Cain, said, "Bring me your
ancient books and the method of god soul practice."___
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 938 Ancient Books

In the study, Casey was sitting in front of a desk, where placed a few
ancient books of yellow pages, curled book edge, but the content could
not be seen clearly.
Casey had been sitting there watching for half a day, when it was
getting dark and the lights were on, it was the arrival of night.
Mallory and Rebecca stood in the corridor outside the study,
whispering, afraid to disturb Casey’s reading, but two girls chatted
happily.
Although Casey made them injured, but in order to be able to serve
Casey at any time, the two girls had not relaxed. They had received
mental training since childhood, so their willpower was better than
ordinary people, it was a problem to hold on for this period of time.
Rebecca had just woke up, she did not know what happened, so Mallory



told her about Casey.
Rebecca listened carefully and she was surprise to his deeds. She had
never thought he could rely on his own to fight the five Guwu families
and even killed the lord of the Chow family.
It was a lifetime of bragging rights for a young man who had not
reached his thirty.
And Casey killed their ancestor who had existed for five hundred years.
He had been Rebecca’s spiritual world for so long, and Rebecca knew
his strength was terrible.
So Rebecca admired Casey. She had never seen such an excellent man.
When she said she was willing to offer her virginity to Casey, it was
because she was grateful, now she was really interested in Casey from
the bottom of her heart.

But Casey had been married, she could only bury her thought in her
heart.
"Oh, I wish such an excellent man has never been married, it is ok if he
has a girlfriend. There's no hope now." Rebecca said.
Mallory immediately covered her mouth and laughed, saying, "Sister,
you are nymphomaniac again."
"Oh, don't think I can't read your thoughts, you probably think the same
as me. Fortunately he is married, otherwise we two would be rivals in
love." Rebecca said.
Mallory immediately turned blushed and lowered her head, no longer
talked to her sister.
In the room, Casey put down the ancient books in his hands, took a long
sigh of relief. He spent an afternoon to finish reading the ancient books.
After reading the detailed introduction about the god soul, Casey had
understanding about his current situation.
The little man in his mind was indeed his god soul, and Casey learned
that he had innate god soul which was rare, so his god soul woke up
when he absorbed the power of Scarlet Sun Wood.
If it was not innate god soul, even if Casey practiced it since he was
born, he could not have successfully woke up his god soul in his 20s.
Although Mallory was one step close to wake up her god soul, this one
step was likely to take her life to make break through.
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After reading the ancient books of the Woods family, Casey knew that it



was risky to rashly absorb the power of Scarlet Sun Wood. If he was
unlucky, even if he had one hundred lives, he would die.
If he had another time, Casey certainly would not recklessly wake up his
god soul.
In the ancient books, there were not much introduction of innate god
soul, after all, few people had innate god soul in Oliver's time. The
probability of the occurrence of innate god soul was hundreds of times
smaller than winning lottery, so Oliver would not bother to introduce
the innate god soul in details.
The rest of the ancient books was about how to cultivate god soul and
preparation for awakening god soul. It had no use to Casey, but through
these, Casey understood some basic concepts about god soul.
For example, the mean of Casey released the power of god soul to
detect the surrounding situation was named god mind.
God mind’s coverage was related to the strength of god soul. When
Casey awakened god soul, he could only feel the radius of five meters,
and after the absorption of Oliver's power of god soul, he could reach
the range of one hundred meters.
At the same time, the masters of Unrealm mentioned by Thomas had
been introduced in these ancient books. It was said that to reach the
Unrealm, the god soul had to wake up first. At this time, Casey knew
why Thomas thought he was the most hopeful to reach Unrealm.
These ancient books had a lot of useful knowledge to Casey, after
reading these ancient books, Casey understood the wonderful place of
the human spirit.
In the past, he always believed that people's spiritual world was very
fragile and needed to survive by relying on the body. Only by making
the body strong could the spirit be guaranteed.
But after reading these ancient books, Casey knew that the spirit of a
person was also likely to achieve quite horrible level. Some powerful
masters, relying on their god soul, torn apart opponent’s indestructible
body.
Even with a thought, the masters who had god soul could kill hundreds
of thousands of soldiers in the battlefield, relying on the power of god
soul.
This means, no matter how strong the body became, was incomparable.
However, it was very difficult to achieve this level. Even if the master of
Unrealm could rely more on physical strength, few people would spend
a huge amount of time and energy to study god soul, after all, it was
hard to obtain significant results compared physical exercise.



Casey had not read the Method of god soul practice, he was not in a
hurry. The Woods family had given him the Method, and he planned to
study it when he got back home.
After putting down the ancient books, Casey stood up, stretched his
body and looked at the direction of the wall. He could hear the
conversation between Rebecca and Mallory through god mind.
Listening to the conversation, Casey could not help shaking her head
with a wry smile.
As he made his way to the door, an idea came into his head and a
wicked smile came over his face.
Then he released his god mind, according to some information he saw
in ancient books, with a strange way, he enveloped in Rebecca and
Mallory.
After he pushed the door out, he walked toward the two sisters,
Rebecca and Mallory could not see him. When he passed by, they were
still in the coy chat and did not find anything wrong.
The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 939 He's Gone

Casey stopped in front of the two sisters, staring at them for a while,
and found that they really didn't seem to notice themselves.
After hearing these two people were still discussing his own deeds,
Casey just smiled and then walked toward the downstairs.
At this time Cain was sitting downstairs in the middle of the living room,
thinking about some things in his mind. He looked up and found Casey
walking down, so he quickly stood up.
"Casey, have you finished reading those ancient books?" Cain asked.
Casey smiled seeing that Cain could see him.
What he had just done was a kind of camouflage created by the power
of god soul to make a man ignore something from his subconscious.
So Rebecca and Mallory could not see Casey passing by them because
of it.
But this means only had impact on ordinary people who had weak spirit
but not the people practiced god soul, unless Casey's god soul grew to a
certain extent.
Rebecca and Mallory had practiced god soul, but they had serious
injuries and focused on talking about Casey, so they could not see him.
Cain had lived decades longer than the two girls, so it was not so easy to
fool him.
Casey used that mean to the two girls because he did not want to get



into any trouble. Hearing that they wanted to offer their virginity, Casey
felt headache and did not want to have contact with them.
"I have finished reading the ancient books, and it is already dark. I will
not disturb you much." Casey said to Cain.
Cain said, "It is ok, you helped us, it doesn't matter if you live here."

Casey shrugged and said he didn't want to live here.
He went straight out and said, "I'm going now, but I'll come back again if
I need anything."
Cain said, "Ok, you can come and read the books at any time."
Casey nodded, did not say anything but walked straight out of the
Woods’ villa.
Euan's Land Rover was parked outside the villa, although it hit the
Santana, because its quality was good, it had no problem even if there
were only a few scratches.
The car key was in the car, Casey opened the door and sat in.
Looking at Casey drove away, Cain took a breath of relief and then said
to himself with doubts, "Were the girls at the door of the study? Why
they had not come down?"
Cain walked back to the villa and walked to the second floor, only to
find Rebecca and Mallory were still talking.
"What are you two talking about? Why didn’t you see Casey off?" Cain
opened his mouth.
Two girls saw Cain came and shut their mouths. Hearing Cain's words,
they were surprised. Rebecca said, "He has not gone, we have been
standing here and did not see him out."
"Yes, grandpa, Casey has not come out." Mallory said.
Cain took a look at the two girls one eye, said, "You just focused on
talking and did not find Casey had left. If you do not believe me, check
by yourselves."
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Both girls immediately ran to the study, opened the door, and saw that
it was empty. They were shocked.
"How...... How is that possible? We've been standing in the corridor.
We'd have noticed if he'd left." Rebecca murmured to herself.
"Yes, even if we focused on talking, we couldn't have ignored a living
man walking past us. Did he jump out of a window?" Mallory said with
doubts.



"I saw him walk down the stairs. He couldn't have jumped from the
window." Cain said.
There people were confused. After a long time, Cain seemed to
understand something, then shook his head and sighed, "It seems that
Casey does not want to see you two. He must use some means, so that
you two cannot see him, and he will save trouble."
Hearing that, Rebecca and Mallory became silent and showed
disappointment.
...
In the Davies’ house, Casey drove the car to the underground garage,
and the butler hurried over to open the door. Seeing that Casey did not
come back with his Santana, he was confused.
But he did not dare to ask, even if Casey threw his Santana away, he
dared say anything.
Casey parked the Land Rover in the same spot as Santana, got out of
the car and walked directly toward the butler.
The butler saw Casey came over, he felt uneasy and guessed Casey
might talk to him about his car.
Casey changed the car, it was likely because his santana broke down,
and it cause damage to Casey, then he must have a certain
responsibility. Casey might directly fire him because of this thing, so he
was nervous.
"Lord." The butler greeted him politely.
Casey gave him the key of the Land Rover.
The butler thought Casey was to let him put the key to his duty room.
"The car is yours from now on." Casey said.
The butler was stunned and revealed an inquiry look.
Casey smiled, after apology, he explained to the butler what happened
today. He said he was sorry for the Santana and hoped the butler could
forgive him, and the Land Rover was the compensation to him.
The butler was dumbstruck. His Santana valued a few, but the Land
Rover valued more than one million. It was ridiculous to exchange land
Rover with Santana.
And Casey really drove the Land Rover back, which showed that person
did it for the sake of Casey.
Butler wanted to give the key back to Casey, after all, the car was too
valuable, he must not accept it, but Casey insisted that the car was to
compensate him.
After pushing the key back into the hands of the butler, Casey turned
and walked away.



The butler looked at the Land Rover key in his hands, he was moved and
felt lucky that he had a good boss.
He secretly vowed in his heart, even if he was just in charge of a garage,
he would do his job well and could not live up to the kindness of Casey.

The Peremptory Casey Davies
Chapter 940 Men from the North Border

A jeep was parked on the side of the road somewhere in B City.
A man and a woman were in military dress in the jeep. The man was
tall, there was a dash of arrogance between the eyebrows, a scar wide
as a thumb on his forehead, looked ferocious and intimidating.
The woman looked frivolous and capable, even if the neutral clothes
could not cover up her temperament, coupled with exquisite and
eye-catching facial features, in the army, she must be the most
beautiful.
The man was named Boone Wallace, thirty-nine years old, a senior
officer in the North Border, the deputy instructor of the Dragon Army.
He was famous in Thai boxing, even in the army, there were few people
could defeat him.
The woman was named Camille Hussain, 23 years old, civil service in the
military. She had just joined the army for one year, because of her
excellent performance, she political instructor of the general instructor
of the Dragon Army.
The two of them were there to take the general instructor of the
Dragon Army, appointed by the commander, to the North Border.
Casey was the general instructor of the Dragon Army.
Camille was reading the information of the general instructor got from
the army, because of the identity of Casey was special, and Magnus
valued Casey, so Casey’s information belonged to the top secret.
The average people could only see some basic information about Casey.
Casey’s strength, means and award were all encrypted, only the highest
level of the military could read it.

People at Camille's level could only see some basic information about
Casey.
“I don’t know what was in Commander’s mind. I don’t feel this Casey
special. He is just lord of the Davies family and he used to be a live-in
son-in-law in J City. At that time, according to the data, he was a loser
and he did not change until he took over the Davies family."



"Just by experience, he indeed had quite rich experience, but he was
once known as a loser, how can he be qualified to the general instructor
of the Dragon Army, after all, the Dragon Army was the most powerful
army.
Camille said her doubts to Boone.
Boone heard Camille’s words and showed a contemptuous smile, said,
"I have read his information, at the beginning, I thought commander
made a mistake, so I asked commander, but commander said there is
no mistake, and it is this Casey appointed."
"Commander told me that Casey did not look so simple, so I must not
look down at him, and then I read the data for a long time. Finally I
understand commander wanted him to train the spirit of those arrogant
people of the Dragon Army."
Camille was still puzzled and asked, "With this Casey?"
"Ok. Casey used to be in live-in son-in-law, he must be able to endure
grievance, later he became the lord of the Davies family, which shows
that he has some means. And he was far from the ability to be a general
instructor and it will certainly cause dissatisfaction to the Dragon Army.
And Casey could suppress the Dragon Army’s soldiers with his identity.”
"In the army, the orders of the superior are greater than the heaven.
The soldiers of the Dragon Army cannot say anything even if they are
dissatisfied. This is a very painful training for their minds. And Casey as a
flexible man certainly can endure the Dragon Army’s dissatisfaction. I
think that was why commander came to him."
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Boone explained to Camille.
Camille thought it made sense, but there was something strange about
it.
"But you are not more handy in that, he can promoted you to be the
general instructor. Why does he have to find Casey?" Camille asked.
Boone showed embarrassment. Magnus used to be the general
instructor, now he gave this position out, Boone thought it was his turn
to get promoted.
But he found Casey who had no military experience to be the general
instructor, and Casey was just more than twenty years old, which
surprised everyone.
Boone was dissatisfied, but dared not say anything, so he guessed
Magnus found Casey to test him.



"He must have his plan. I think, in addition to train the Dragon Army’s
soldiers, he wanted to test me. I have coveted for the position as a
general instructor for years, he might think I take it too seriously, so he
finds Casey and wants to see if I can lead the Dragon Army well."
Boone said. Camille feel Boone said is very reasonable, after all, if
Commander really did not want to use Boone, he would not want a man
in his 20s to be the general instructor.
"I hope this general instructor will be good. I heard that such a man who
used to be a liven-in son-in-law for a long time and turned over, he will
have strange temper. He will like to command his subordinates to vent
his past anger. In this case, I will have headache.” Camille said with
worry.
Boone smiled and said, "You don't have to worry about that. Although
the military has a rigid hierarchy and needs to obey orders, those who
are proud and arrogant still value strength more. Barracks are still the
place most respected for force."
"If this new instructor is a worthless loser with no ability, the soldiers of
the Dragon Army will not endure him. According to the data, I think this
boy cannot last a week and he will leave." Boone confidently said.
Camille smiled and said nothing more.
Boone's eyes become deep, staring at the data of Casey in Camille’s
hand, he squinted.
"Boy, you robbed my position as general instructor, don't expect me to
be good to you. I have been practicing Thai boxing since I was small, few
people in the army can defeat me. Even the people outside world called
me master of Thai boxing, what quality do you have to steal my
position? When you are in the north border, I will teach you a lesson."
Boone murmured.
After a while, a thin figure appeared on the street. Boone and Camille
looked at the figure and were shocked.
"There he is, the boy." Boone opened his mouth.
Camille looked at Casey, mumbling, "He looks ordinary. It is true that
Commander find him to test you. According to you words, this guy will
have bad luck."__


